
AMERICAN BEAUTY MODERN DYSFUNCTIONAL CULTURE ESSAY

American Beauty study guide contains a biography of Sam Mendes, quiz questions, major themes, characters, and a full
summary and This is one of the qualities that truly make American Beauty a film about the modern American American
Beauty explores different aspects of American culture and.

For the viewer it can stand for the American beauty rose a rare and antique climbing rose much like the roses
in the Burnham garden. Ricky is not a victim of the American dream; he is detached from the conformed
world and searches for all the beauty in it. The director Sam Mendes shows us what we sacrifice in our lives
when we achieve the American dream because life tends to go stale within the confines of a picket-fence,
consumerist, and career-driven version of the American dream journal. Choices give an individual the freedom
to decide upon the path to which they will follow. The exposure of such corruption was devastating, and In the
end, Lester realizes that taking advantage of one's freedom doesn't necessarily go hand-in-hand with
abandoning one's responsibilities. This interpretation is consumerism. Popularized by the startup of MTV in ,
music videos are a prevalent media form that people in America come face to face with every day. If Carolyn
were to find a balance and prioritize differently, her marriage would not be so dysfunctional. Roses epitomize
beauty; perhaps that is why they chose the title American Beauty. The definition of the American dream can
mean different things to people but to sum it up the American dream usually means to have the freedom to
own your own property, living a dignified life and financial success investopedia. Such as, "Means girls". In
killing Lester, the Colonel preserves an identity that he can live with, albeit a false one. Carolyn Burnham is
one of the film's most tragic characters because she has literally replaced her identity as a person with a
collection of material things. Appearance versus reality has been a central theme in many American creative
works including the film American Beauty. Jane's desire to get away from her parents, though unrealistic, is
certainly understandable. Lester, the main char Along the way to the little miss sunshine pageant, the family
must deal with crushed dreams, heart breaks, and a broken-down Volks Wagon bus, leading up to the Surreal
Little Miss Sunshine Competition itself. Colonel Fitts kills Lester because he has revealed his true self to him,
and cannot bear the idea that some part of himself - a part that he has always tried to keep hidden - has been
exposed. At the close of the film, Lester finally realizes that he has found true happiness Jane becomes
shocked of his new side and decides to sit down, Lester explains that he is tired of being ignored and treated
like he does not exist. Lester then crashes and makes a life changing choice by black mailing his boss, quits
his job and trades his current car for a nice red sports car. The family is portrayed as normal but as the films
tag line suggests "look closer" then it is possible to fully understand the implications that takes place in this
seemingly happy home. Only Lester entirely ignores his fears and embraces his free will. Slowly - and then
with growing intensity - he begins to pursue happiness by paying close attention to his true desires, and
ignoring the screeching dictates of society as embodied by his wife, Carolyn. While happiness is a more overt
theme in American Beauty, the theme of freedom is significant precisely because free will is so rare and
difficult to locate. There is a scene where Ricky films a plastic bag floating in the air; being thrown around
aimlessly by the wind. Carolyn Burnham represents American consumerism and the unfortunate belief that
things can replace relationships. Analysis of Beauty Pageants in American Society words - 8 pages In
American society the promotion of beauty pageants and the like, are in direct relation to the physical and
emotional issues arising within women. That certainly is the case for the closing sequence in American
Beauty.


